
STRAIGHT FROM THE HORSE’S MOUTH

1. Alison Ross is the Chief Moderator for the Original Writing module for AQA ‘B’ English
Language. After years of marking commentary writing for ‘A’ level exams, she offered some
advice on what constitutes a good commentary and some of the pitfalls to avoid. As most
students find commentary writing a difficult skill to master, it would seem prudent to note her
suggestions.

! The writer will discuss the task, but this should not be a lengthy description of what has
already been done.

! The audience will not be stereotyped by the being divided into either young or old. Nor
will this distinction mean that simple language and slang works for one, while a dull
essay will suffice for the other, provided it is complex. The writer will understand that
people are far more varied and subtle in their tastes.

! Colloquial language will not be offered as necessarily more entertaining – the writer
should recall the tedium of supermarket-queue conversations. Chat is fine for
inconsequential moments, but does not fit all occasions.

! Bullet points should not be assumed to make any text more interesting or clear – they
should not be placed before a rambling sentence / paragraph. [Colouring the bullets or
making them a different shape does not compensate!]

! CAPITALS, bold print and underlining all emphasise – and, like raising your voice,
should be used with restraint. A single exclamation mark can suggest a lively tone of
voice, but a rash of shrieked exclamations is likely to irritate.

! Text that ‘flows’ is a pleasing image, but the comparison between running water and
words on a page is tricky to sustain. Decide whether your text is an ocean, waterfall or
sluggish stream before the claim that this is because of simple sentences or long ones
– or a mixture.

! 1st and 2nd person pronouns do not necessarily make the tone friendly – “I detest you
and your obnoxious ideas” is certainly direct, though.

! Not all polysyllabic words are formal or difficult for children to understand – like
elephant and snozzcumbers and zipedeedooda – and some monosyllables are
weighty, like id and droll.

! Be honest about the problems of the task and use precise terminology about language
features – but only those that are relevant to successful communication.

2. John Shuttleworth, Chief Examiner for AQA ‘B’ English Language & Literature, outlines
some of the do’s and don’ts of commentary writing – such as how to avoid saying the
dreaded ‘I could have used better words’:

DON’T DO
Say what you’ve already said
The text you are commenting on has
already been read, so don’t waste time by
describing, paraphrasing or summarising
what’s on the page. You should be
discussing why you wrote it as you did and
how (or if) you achieved your purposes.

Discuss the important aspects of the task
Every text you write has a purpose, an audience
and a genre. You should discuss each of these
and show what bearing they had on your choice of
register, style and general approach.



State the obvious
You’re also wasting time unless you
comment on the significant features of your
text. To say, for example, that you used a
mixture of simple, compound and complex
sentences to achieve your effects is futile.
What other types could you have used?

Comment on significant features
You should only write about those features of
language that have a significant part to play in
making your text successful and effective. Not
everything will be equally important. You might
want, for instance, to comment on the deliberate
formality of your lexis in certain parts of your text
and on your choice of passive verbs to increase
this formality. In this example, discuss only those
features that contribute to the formality.

Write a stylistic analysis
You’re aiming to show how you as a writer
achieved your effects, so you should
discuss the process of your writing.
Stylistic analysis looks at a text from the
point of a reader. You do this in another
part of the exam!

Give evidence
You should always support your comments by
detailed examples from your text. If you can use
precise linguistic termin9ology when writing about
them, so much the better. It’s also helpful to have a
range of precise terms to use when describing
tone. Comment on a range of features and don’t,
for example, restrict yourself to one or two, like
lexis or phonology.

Spend all your time on surface features
Whilst graphology and layout may be
important in your text and should be
referred to if they are significant, the best
candidates move on from these and
comment also on the way they have used
language.

Discuss the structure of your text
It’s important to write about the way you organised
and structured your text. The order in which things
occur and the links between the parts of your text,
for instance, will have a significant part to play in its
success.

Feature spot
Pointless counting of the number of
premodifiers you’ve used, identification of
the seven adverbials in your text or proud
boasts about the Latinate words you chose
are just that – pointless, if you don’t say
why you’ve used them.

Evaluate
Make some honest comments about how
successful you feel you’ve been. You could
discuss aspects of your text you were unsure
about or ones you feel particularly pleased with,
but remember always to support what you say with
textual references. Unsupported wholesale praise
or condemnation of your work isn’t wanted.


